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Islington Refugee Week Activities in the Refugee Week 15-17 June 2015  
 
With generous support from Islington council and the Local Initiatives Fund, Cllr. Asima 
Shaikh and the work of approximately 30 Refugee Community organisations and the 
tremendous work of at least 15 volunteers from different refugee communities, Islington 
Refugee Forum (IRF) has organised Refugee Week in Islington from 15-17th June 2015. 
 
Here is a report of the three events held during Refugee Week, the main issues raised by the 
refugee organisations in relation to their own tremendous and tireless work to support their 
communities and yet, the challenges and lack of recognition they face given that they are 
forced to compete with mainstream organisations.  

 
Refugee Employment - the Way Forward Conference 
 
15 June 2015  
 
This conference was the first activity of the Refugee Week organised by the Islington 
Refugee Forum. Speakers from 6 Refugee Community Organisations (RCOs) have 
participated in the assembly: Shawbo Mohamad from the Kurdish and Youth Centre, Emel 
Yuksel Information Line & Volunteer Coordinator from IMECE Women Centre; Nicky Freeling 
from Islington Business Engagement and Employment Support Manager- Islington Council; 
Ali Abdul From Islington Somali Community; Huda Al-Amin, from Mosaada Centre for Single 
Women; Veronica Gutierrez - Volunteers Coordinator from Latin American Women's Rights 
Services (LAWRS); and Gona Saeed from Kurdish and Middle Eastern Women’s Organisation.  
 
 
Feride Kumbasar the chairperson of the IRF welcomed the participants and explained the 
importance of securing sustainable employment for tackling poverty, for individuals to 
achieve their personal goals, ambitions and aspirations, and it is also important for 
integration into the wider society.  
 
Shawbo Mohamad from Kurdish and Youth Centre highlighted the challenges and barriers 
that refugees with existing previous qualifications face when they come to this country. 
Shawbo explained the barriers to resettlement related to professionals such as doctors and 
civil engineers stating that these professionals experience difficulty having their academic 
qualifications from their own home countries recognised in the UK.  
 
Emel Yuksel Information Line & Volunteer Coordinator from IMECE Women Centre 
demonstrated in her presentation how volunteering helped refugee women gain 
employment. Emel shared the success of her organisation in providing support for Turkish, 
Kurdish and Turkish Cypriot women who are unemployed and looking for work, in a safe and 
confidential environment and providing assistance to gain employability skills and 
experience in the UK.  Emel shared their experiences from the volunteering project IMECE 
has run for the last 10 years, explaining that their project works to build women’s 
confidence, skills and support women volunteers to understand policies and procedures 
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that will help them for employment. This also includes supporting them with job 
applications and preparation for interviews. The project helps volunteers in networking and 
sharing experiences, contributes to their personal development; and in increasing 
volunteers’ understanding of work and employment rights and laws. The other benefits also 
include finding employment matching skills and increases BAMER representation in the 
sector. Senay Dur from IMECE also explained how volunteering has a positive impact on 
securing sustainable employment. 
 
Emel explained that IMECE provides one-on-one supervision, internal and external training, 
support in job applications, references and CV writing; and provides opportunities to 
explore various jobs under different service provisions. IMECE has 26 Volunteers and 2 
ERASMUS Interns; 12 volunteers secured sustainable employment as interpreter, 
bookkeeper, teaching assistant, Nanny, administrator, learning support assistant, shop 
assistant, cashier, support worker, and refugee worker. 10 volunteers returned to further 
education to pursue their chosen fields.  
 
 

 
 
Nicky Freeling from Islington Business Engagement and Employment Support Manager, 
Islington Council, shared Islington Council’s ambition to ensure that everyone is given the 
help they need to get the job and career they want, deserve, and that they will ultimately 
enjoy.  Nicky explained the council objective that is to bring about systemic change that will 
transform the quality of life and offer better future for young people and adults that need it 
most.  The council’s current priorities towards refugees are: ensuring that all adults have 
access to responsive adult learning and skills provision. Ensuring that all young people get 
the support they need to pursue their ambitions and get the careers they deserve. 
Expanding and improving the support available to Islington people to find, keep and enjoy 
their job; enabling employers to recruit better locally; pooling funding, influencing 
commissioning and increasing accountability to drive the goal of getting Islington working.   
 
To achieve these priorities Nicky explained that the council works on engagement with 
those who are unlikely to access mainstream learning, skills and employment support; build 
stronger links between health and employment; improve quality to drive learning, skills and 
employment outcomes and cost effectiveness; expand capacity of more intensive and 
effective employment support, especially for those with health conditions; improve 
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progression pathways into work and in work, and finally use data intelligence to understand 
target groups and improve services.  
 
Ali Abdul from Islington Somali Community (ISC) highlighted their community’s ambition 
and aspirations but also the multiple barriers and circumstances they face being new to the 
country, new to the system and limited language and education. Ali Abdul explained that 
their ISC LINK service tackled the problems faced by young Somalis, which are not easy but 
helped this group to get a better start in life by building their confidence. Their project 
offered young Somalis the opportunity to build the personal and professional skills 
necessary to be employed by providing them with the support needed to gain required skills 
for the job market.  
 
Ali Abdul shared a case study about how this work has an impact on one of their service 
users. The case study showed that the ISC work has resulted in changes in the life of youth 
and helped them to build their confidence in terms of communication with others and also 
in providing knowledge, value and skills.  
 
Below is a case study by a young Somali who was supported by ISC: 

 
"As I started to attend ISC LINK WORK Club I saw many changes in myself - I see so 
much confident in terms of communication with others and since I started attending 
ISC LINK trainings, I had developed talents that I didn't know I had. 
 
I am satisfied with trainings because the training provided me with new skills and 
knowledge which will be with me. Before I used to hang around in the local estate 
with my friends because I had a language barrier and nobody had explained this way 
to me. Since I started attending ISC work club I am now somebody with knowledge, 
value and skills.” 
 

Ali Abdul showed that ISC helped 53 young people to find job in the last 3 years; 25 returned 
to education; 19 referred to apprenticeships and 83 were supported on an one to one basis. 
 
 
Huda Al-Amin, the coordinator of Mosaada Centre for single women focused on the self-
employed and social enterprises opportunities as a way to help refugee women to make 
their living. The presentation highlighted the cultural and economic barriers that prevent 
women from refugee background to enter the labour market due to reasons such as taking 
care of their children. Huda explained how Mosaada Centre breaks the cycle of long-term 
unemployment looking at the factors, their approach, and the solutions developed and 
implemented. She explained that Mossada’s work is in organising workshops and training 
for women to set up their own business in coordination with statutory bodies. Huda 
concluded that engaging women into employment is a possible mission by encouraging 
them to be self-employed. 
 
 
Veronica Gutierrez Volunteer Coordinator from Latin American Women's Rights Services 
(LAWRS) shed light on the challenges facing Latin American (LA) women in accessing 
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employment particularly around de-skilling and "in work poverty". She explained that there 
is a high rate of labour exploitation as many of Latin Americans are forced to take jobs in the 
cleaning and catering industries in order to survive. They are subjected to a high level of 
exploitation as they carry work in unsocial hours very early in the morning and late in the 
evening. 11% earn below the minimum wage and more than half have not being paid for 
work done.  Veronica explained LAWRS’ mission that is to offer support and opportunities to 
develop LA women skills by providing employment support, English classes, workshops and 
programs to facilitate their integration and participation in the UK. Veronica explained that 
their volunteering program is a key part in fulfilling this mission. 
 
Gona Saeed, the manager of Learning for Living Project from Kurdish and Middle Eastern 
Women’s Organisation (KMEWO) shared their findings from the three years with this 
project. Gona explained that women from Kurdish and Middle Eastern communities face 
multi-layered problems ranging from oppression, exploitation and being under the control 
of partners or the cultural groups they belong. The main findings presented by Gona are 
that: many women still face opposition from their families or communities to attend classes 
in mixed-sex settings. The recognition of social and cultural barriers is very important for 
refugee women. For this reason, there is a need for flexible education courses in terms of 
local venues, times of the course, child care provision, women only environments and types 
of courses that are important factors in encouraging refugee women into education. Given 
the right opportunities, most women flourish and their inner strength surfaces. They are 
able to stand up for themselves and with encouragement are happy to embrace new 
technologies and find information for themselves. Finally Gona explained that women 
demanded opportunities for work based skills such as sewing, catering, child care, and 
teaching assistant as these are the perceived professions which fit well with family life and 
for which they feel more qualified/experienced. Gona concluded that there is a need for 
holistic, individual support for refugee women.   

 
 

The Way Forward  
 
Susan Fajana-Thomas, from Islington Community Wellbeing Development Service- Hillside 
Club, and  the IRF secretary shared the Way Forward by stating: 
 

 The importance of volunteering as a first step towards securing jobs and sustainable 
employment.  

 The importance of transferring the experiences of volunteering that is mainly 
practiced by women to their male peers to secure employment. This was perceived 
as a gender issue, raising a question as to why this is happening and how the success 
of the experience can be transferred to their male peers to secure employment. 

 There is a relationship between unemployment and mental health as the latter could 
prevent people from work.  Thus, it is important to address issues related to mental 
wellbeing.  

 A holistic welfare provision is needed to address the multiple needs of refugees and 
migrants. 
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Susan stated that IRF is committed to support refugee organisations to tackle poverty and 
unemployment by:  
 

 Taking an active role in building the capacity of RCOs to carry out interdisciplinary 
work,  

 Working to enhance the spirit of working and bidding together to consolidate the 
RCOs work of supporting refugees into jobs.  

  And finally working closely with mainstream organisations, and to find common 
ground to work with each other to support refugees and migrants.  

 
Comments by participants 
 
The conference provided a great opportunity to exchange information, share learning and 
networking.  Some of the participants stated that the conference has helped them in 
“getting to know other organisations” and to have a “better understanding of barriers, case 
studies and methods of how to address the issues and good networking opportunities”. 

 
Mental Wellbeing of Refugees and Migrants Assembly  
 

16th June 2015 
 
The Assembly was organised as a second activity in the Refugee Week this year. Speakers 
from 6 Refugee Community Organisations (RCOs) have participated in the assembly: Susan 
Fajana-Thomas from Islington Community Wellbeing Development Service-Hillside Club; 
Savin Bapir-Tardy, a psychologist from Iranian and Kurdish Women Organisation (IKWRO); 
Floralba Hague, a counselling coordinator and Claudia Croppo, a counsellor from Latin 
American Women's Rights Services; Isil Sansoy, from IMECE Women’s Centre; Sarah Leeh 
from Islington Healthwatch; and Gladys  Jusu-Sherif and Yvonne Van Hek  from Wand Group.  
 
Feride Kumbasar opened the assembly by welcoming the guests and introduced the topic of 
the event. By referring to the past and often traumatic experience of refugees, which in 
many cases leads to their poor mental health and wellbeing, she explained the importance 
of mental wellbeing as ingredients to integration or co-existence. The poor mental health is 
one of the obstacles which hinder their speedy integration. Islington, as confirmed by the 
speaker, is the borough with the highest number of people suffering from depression, and 
many people do not know about the services that exist. 
 
Susan Fajana-Thomas from Islington Community Wellbeing Development Service-Hillside 
Club; talked about mental health issue in Islington explaining that at September 2012, there 
were 29,900 people recorded with common mental health conditions (depression and 
anxiety). Susan showed their organisation’s approach in addressing the mental wellbeing 
issue by focusing on prevention as essential in supporting mental health. Susan emphasised 
that unless we talk about it, it would remain hidden. If mental health issue is recognise at 
the beginning, this could be treated at early stage, stating that prevention is better than a 
cure. 
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Susan shared with the participants her organisation’s approach in tackling this issue 
through:  
 

- Identifying and reducing barriers to members of communities that experience social 
exclusion - BMER and LGBT. 

- Improving access to the range of mental health services for members of 
communities that experience exclusion.  

- Increasing the numbers of people accessing mental health services from 
communities that experience exclusion. 

- And finally enabling mental health service providers and commissioners to have 
increased awareness of the mental health needs of communities that experience 
exclusion.  

 

 

 
Savin Bapir-Tardy, a psychologist from Iranian and Kurdish Women Organisation (IKWRO) 

presented her organisation’s work to support women’s mental wellbeing emphasising the    

importance of therapy for refugee and ethnic minority clients in their mother tongues. She 

explained that this can be more effective than provision by mainstream organisations which 

in many cases requires interpretation. She explained that providing mother tongue services 

is easier for the clients; firstly to express feelings and experiences; secondly it does not 

require a third person (interpreter) in the room; and thirdly, the clients feel more connected 

with the therapist if the latter is from the same cultural background and have a better 

understanding of local issues or traditions. Savin explained that the provision by local RCOs 

is necessary for the cultural insensitivity rather than just the language issue.  

 

However, Savin indicated that clients might choose the mainstream organisations as they 

feel more free from own ‘cultural stereotypes’. Some patients might be frightened by the 

tight network of connections that they make with a counsellors speaking in the same 

mother tongue. The speaker explained that the decision of which counsellor is the right one 
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should be made by the individual. She emphasised that it is paramount to have both service 

providers available to enable the clients to make the decision depending on the issues and 

their status within the community. 

 
Floralba Hague, counselling coordinator and Claudia Croppo, a counsellor from Latin 
American Women's Rights Services (LAWRS), stated that Latin American women have been 
arriving in the UK since the 1970’s, have fled repressive regimes and countries in 
considerable turmoil and who have survived traumatic experiences. The speakers explained 
the challenges that LA women face which can be summarised as the following:  
 

- 1 in 5 LA women were not registered with a GP,  
- LA women are frequently confused about their treatment and feel frustrated about 

the difficulties having therapy in a language in which they are not fluent, or finding 
the presence of an interpreter as an insurmountable obstacle, 

- Cultural differences are another barrier LA women have to face as some of them 
may not recognise some of their own vulnerabilities due to strong cultural stigmas 
and misconceptions attaching to them, like mental health and VAWG, 

- Lack of understanding of the law; some of those women having lived in the UK on an 
irregular basis feel that they cannot trust anyone, including the professionals that 
could help them. 

 
The speakers explained services provided by LAWRS to LA women includes: one to one 
therapy; crisis intervention; outreach work; and group work. LAWRS was able, despite the 
many challenges that the organisation had to contend with, to support in the past year 763 
LA women who had access to the different therapeutic interventions. Claudia Croppo 
presented a case study to show the types of challenges that women face and the types of 
support they need.  
 
Isil Sansoy, A counsellor from IMECE Women's Centre introduced their short term 
psychotherapy. IMECE ‘s work is led by the values of gender equality. Isil shed light on the 
procedures that IMECE take to support their clients in terms of carrying out an in-depth 
assessment, identifying risk and violence; looking at the language barrier; cultural 
understanding of the case under support; taking into account the importance of 
confidentiality and conflict of interest in tightly-knit communities, and the organisation 
adoption of various psychotherapy models to support their clients.  
 
Below is a case study of the needs of a service user who was supported by IMECE: 

 
Ms. A - 48 years old, has 2 children. She was forced to marry her cousin at the age of 
15. Her first child was born in Turkey when she was at the age of 16. Her husband 
sought asylum in the UK. After 6 years of separation. She had stayed with in-laws for 
6 years in constant harassment. After 6 years she followed her husband to the UK 
leaving her 6 years old child behind. Her Husband, having developed an alcohol and 
gambling addiction, wanted her money to gamble, and threatened to kill her if she 
refused. She wanted to separate but had many worries about it, therefore they are 
still together. Now she feels stuck, saying “I wish I was dead”.  
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Ms. A does not speak English, does not socialize even in her own community. There 
had been suicide attempts in the past. No suicidal ideation but mild risk. (GP is not 
aware of the history). Ms. A feels depressed, hears voices, constantly anxious about 
the future and her children, and uses anti-depressants. She has trouble sleeping 
which prevents her getting rest. She feels guilty that she has left her child behind.  

 
Isil demonstrated the kind of helps that is needed in short term therapy: multidisciplinary 
approach; the availability of specialist expertise; the provision of emotional and practical 
support hand in hand and easy access to services. The speaker confirmed that women only 
environment within non-judgemental genuine listening, coupled with communication in 
mother tongue are of high importance.  
 
Sarah Leeh from Islington Healthwatch introduced her organisation by stating that their 
organisation has 650 community members and it is open to anyone with an interest in 
improving health and social care in the borough. Sarah explained the role of their 
organisation in providing advocacy to people making complaints about NHS services in 
Islington. Those use the NHS funded services have the right to make a complaint about 
these services. This advocacy is provided by Voiceability and Healthwatch Islington. The 
Social Care complaints advocacy is provided through Islington council. 
 
Sarah explained that their monitoring provision and providing information is carried out 
through local organisations commissioned by the council; NHS providers; and Complaints 
Services. Sarah shared the name of the website about their Advocacy work:  
 
http://www.voiceability.org/news/nhs_complaints_advocacy_is_go.  
  
Gladys  Jusu-Sherif  and Yvonne Van Hek  from Wand Group, through screening  a 20 
minute video, shared with the participants the work and the provision of their organisation 
explaining the different needs of women from African backgrounds for employment 
opportunities and mental health support. The case presented showed the impact that their 
service can make for women who are isolated, suffer from unemployment and mental 
wellbeing issues, and how refugee community organisations can positively enhance 
women’s mental wellbeing and their confidence. The video shows the work of organisations 
such as WAND Group is needed and has to continue.  
 
The Way forward:  
 
Eleanor Tomlinson, the manager of the Health Advocacy Project - Manor Gardens Centre, 
and IRF trustee, introduced the Way Forward by explaining the following:  
 

 The importance of focusing on interdisciplinary work to guarantee a quality service 

for the patient who may lack specialist support from mainstream services, 

 The importance of working in cooperation with mainstream agencies to eradicate 

the main obstacles to accessing quality health services for people from refugee 

backgrounds, 

 The importance of developing a model of holistic provision for those in need, 

http://www.voiceability.org/news/nhs_complaints_advocacy_is_go
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 More resources will need to be allocated towards community organisations, 

 To organise similar meetings to exchange ideas and opinions over current mental 

health matters related to refugees and migrants in Islington, given the more 

competitive environment especially in times of government cuts, 

 The importance of working more closely together.  

Eleanor Tomlinson confirmed that IRF is taking its duty to support RCOs that assist refugees 
and migrant wellbeing by providing training, networking opportunity, and contribute in 
building the capacity of RCOs. 
 
Comments by participants 
 
The meeting provided a great opportunity for networking and exchange of information for 
all participants and the feedback was very positive. The participants stated that they have a 
“much better understanding of the difficulties and issues faced by refugees and migrants 
within the communities”... “Felt it was very useful to learn about the work offered by other 
organisations”. 
 

 
 
Refugee Day Celebration 17th June 15 
 
Once more, Islington Refugee Forum organised a successful Refugee Day celebration, this 
time in Islington Assembly Hall, from 10am to 2.30pm. The celebration brought together 
approximately 120 people from different Refugee Community Organisations, the public 
sector, and statutory bodies. The aim was to promote a culture of tolerance, to help 
overcome hostility, to promote partnership work between RCOs, and to provide an avenue 
to exchange information and networking. The organisations shared about 16 stalls to display 
their organisations’ publications and information to the public.  
 
Feride Kumbasar (Chair of IRF) welcomed the participants, speakers, audience and schools 
taking part in the event. She provided a historical view about the Refugee Week and why 
this event became important for Refugees.  
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Feride Kumbasar, the Chair of IRF, welcome the guests on the Refugee Week 
 
The speaker emphasised the importance of Refugee Day whether in terms of sharing food, 
music, experience, and cultures that such a day brings with it. Feride further defined the 
exchange with others as a constant learning process that would eventually bring the 
community closer together.  
 
Councillor Michelline Safi Ngongo, former Chairwoman of IRF, Chair and Founder of Light 
Project International and herself a refugee from the Democratic Republic of the Congo, 
spoke out for the victims of the tragedies in the Mediterranean in May 2015 paying silent 
tribute to the dead.  
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Councillor Michelline Safi Ngongo, former Chairwoman of IRF 
 
Michelline called on all refugees in Islington to remember the past but to focus on the 
future, by moving on with life and making an effort in establishing an independent life. 
 
Jeremy Corbyn, MP for Islington North, subsequently took over the stage and spoke about 
the political consequences that the refugee crises in the Mediterranean should bring with it, 
by shifting the focus from blaming the smugglers to tackling the underlying causes. His 
strong statement “I am proud to live in a multicultural society” was followed by his call out 
to everyone to remain curious about other cultures and different faiths. 
 

 
Jeremy Corbyn MP for Islington North addresses Refugee Community  
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Emily Thornberry, Labour Party Politician and MP for Islington South and Finsbury, 
expressed her concern about the fact that society is turning towards becoming more 
intolerant and less open-minded. 
 

  
Emily Thornberry, Labour Party Politician and MP for Islington South and Finsbury 
 
She called out on everyone present to be proud of Islington’s diversity and to celebrate that 
diversity on Refugee Day. 
 
Rita Chadha, Chief Executive Officer of the Refugee & Migrant Forum of Essex and London, 
emphasised the importance of coming together as a community and celebrating the efforts 
that small non-profit organisations in Islington make to stand up for refugees, who often 
include the most vulnerable people in our societies.  
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Rita Chadha, Chief Executive Officer of the Refugee & Migrant Forum of Essex and London 
speaks at Refugee Week 
 
Rita stressed the fact that local authority support is crucial and Islington has immense 
support from MPs such as Jeremy and Emily and a stronghold in the Labour Party.  
 
The School Art Work Competition 
 
Art Competition was organised for early years Foundation Stage and Key Stage 1; Key Stage 
2; and Key Stage 3. Through their work, the pupils shared their ideas and understanding of 
the journeys, challenges and hopes that refugees have to reach a safe place. Tim Spafford 
from Islington Council, and one of school art competition organisers, explained that the 
quality of work this year was amazing and it showed much thought going into each piece of 
work. 6 schools in Islington have participated in the competition: Pooles Park; St John 
Evangelist; St Andrews, Pakeman; St Aloysius; and Highbury Grove. 4 schools won the 
competition, and gifts were awarded by IRF chairperson Feride Kumbasar.  
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A piece of Art Work presented by the pupils in the Refugee Week 
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Feride Kumbasar presented awards to children took part in the Art Work competition.  
 
Music and Dance from Refugee Communities in Islington:  
 
The speeches and Art Work Competition were followed by music and dance from different 
communities in London. Ahmed Asery from the band ‘3 Meters Away’, from Yemen. Master 
Liu Quanjun from the ‘Tai-Ji Circle’ showed a wonderful Chinese Performance, followed by 
powerful African drumming by George Fiawoo and his amazing dancing group from the 
‘Kekeli African Dance Ensemble’, and finally,  Angelica Lopez and her wonderful music band 
from Colombia, playing Latin American Music. All acts of the day were impressively 
performed with their powerful voice, music and dance. The performances feature themes 
such as peace, hope, and love. 
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Ahmed Asery from the band 3 Meters Away sings for peace  
 

 
Liu Quanjun from Tai-Ji Circle Chinese Performance 
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George Fiawoo and African Drumming from the Kekeli African Dance Ensemble 
 

 
 
African Dance from the Kekeli African Dance Ensemble 
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Angelica Lopez and her band playing Latin American Music from Colombia. 
 
Food from both Middle Eastern and African communities was served for lunchtime, 
featuring the food culture of the refugee communities in Islington. The food was provided 
by: Tuck In Catering Services; Bisha Restaurant; Waterfull Kebab Centre, and Kurdish 
Community Food. 
 
Councillor Richard Watts, Leader of Islington Council, closed the event by expressing his 
gratitude to all the participants and to the organisers that had done a “fantastic job” in 
bringing together different communities all over Islington. 
 
Comments by participants 

Refugee Week this year was a unique opportunity for us to celebrate the rich diversity of 
refugee communities through speeches, music, dance, art  which took place in Islington as 
part of the Refugee Week that was organised  all over the UK. Positive feedback was written 
by the participants: “Great atmosphere and excellent Latin American performance”. “Want 
more events organised like this”. “The children that attended were able to learn about the 
difficulties experienced by refugees” and “The environment was very supportive and warm”. 
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Big Thank you 
 
Islington Refugee Forum would like to thank: 
 
Speakers: Jeremy Corbyn MP; Emily Thornberry MP; Cllr. Richard Watts; Cllr. Michelline Safi 
Ngongo; and Rita Chadha. 
 
School Art Competition Organisers: Tim Spafford; Zoe Gillbert; and  Hannah Seifert 
 
School Art Competition Participants: Pooles Park; St John Evangelist; St Andrews; Pakeman; 
St Aloysius; and Highbury Grove. 
 
Music Performers:  Ahmed Asery; Liu Quanjun; George Fiawoo and Kekeli African Dance 
Ensemble ; and Angelica Lopez and her music band. 
 
Organising Committee Members: Latin American Women’s Right Service (LAWRS); IMECE 
Women Centre (IMECE); Iranian and Kurdish Women’s Rights Organisation (IKWRO);  
Kurdish Children and Youth Centre(KCYC), Mosaada Women’s Centre;  Kurdish and Middle 
Eastern Women’s Organisation (KMEWO)and Stepping Stones. 
 
IRF Volunteers: Lara Elena Kadegge; Anne Among;  Houyeme Douara;  Ramia Jrera;  Ghada 
Alkady;  Deniz Unal; Sawsan Salim; Feride Kumbasar; Susan Fajana-Thomas; Sonia Beham; 
Veronica Gutierrez; Mebrahtu Russom; Khalida Morsil ; Emel Yuksel ; and Veronica Becerra. 
 
Food providers: Tuck In Catering Services; Bisha Restaurant; Waterfull Kebab Centre; and 
Kurdish Community Food. 
 
Many thanks to Islington Council and to the Local Initiative Fund for their financial 
support.  
 
Also thanks to Kathrine King from Assembly Hall.   
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Islington Refugee Forum members:  

 
Algerian Welfare Trust (UK), Anti-Trafficking and Labour Exploitation Unit, Arab Advice Bureau, Arachne Greek Cypriot 
Women's Group, Banadiri British Youth League (BBYL), Community Language Support Services (CLSS), Czech school without 
borders, Eritrean Community in UK, Halabja Kurdish Children's Centre, Hillside Clubhouse- Mental Health Community 
Development Work Service, Iftiin Learning Centre, IMECE Women's Centre, Indo-Pakistan Cultural Centre, Iranian and 
Kurdish Women's Rights Organisation (IKRWO), Iranian Community Centre, Iraqi Refugee Federation, Islington Centre for 
Refugees and Migrants, Islington Chinese Association (ICA), Islington Somali Community, Jannaty Women’s Social Society, 
Kurdish and Middle Eastern Women's Organisation (KMEWO), Kurdish Children and Youth Centre, Kurdish Information & 
Advocacy Centre, Light Project International, London Training & Employment Network, Manor Gardens Health Advocacy, 
Mosaada Centre for Single Women, Muslim Welfare House, Nafsiyat: Intercultural Therapy Centre, Octopus Community 
Network, Oromo Community in the UK, Refugee Therapy Centre, Somali Banadir Association in the UK, Somali Human 
Hope, St Pancras Refugee Centre (Part of Holy Cross Centre Trust), Victim Support, Women's Therapy Centre 
 
Islington Refugee Forum Membership  
The Islington Refugee Forum (IRF) is a refugee led organisation that works with all refugee community organisations (RCOs) 
in Islington. IRF is run and led by its members who elect representatives to the board of trustees at the Annual General 
Meetings. 
The Benefits of Membership:  
As a member you will: 

 Benefit from capacity building support and free training,  
 Be part of refugee voices,  
 Be part of Refugee Week organisation committee, 
 Receive free newsletters, 
 Have access to information related to new changes in policy and legalisations that may impact the refugees or 

RCOs work.  
Who can be a member? 

 Individual representatives from refugee communities living in Islington, 
 Representatives of refugee community organisations, which are based in Islington, 
 Representatives of refugee agencies, which are based in Islington, 
 Representatives of mainstream voluntary organisations providing services for refugees as full members with 

voting rights,  
 Individual professionals working with refugees in Islington, 
 Representatives of public and statutory organisations, 
 Organisations (rather than individuals) seeking membership must be properly constituted and must provide a 

copy of their governing document. 
To become a member: 
Please visit the IRF website and fill the membership form. Or write to: info@islingtonrefugeeforum.org. For any more 
information please call: 0207 832 5847. 

 
 

 
ISLINGTON REFUGEE FORUM (IRF)- Voluntary Action Islington (VAI)- 200A Pentonville Road 

London, N1 9JP- Tel: 0207 833 4009- E-mail: info@islingtonrefugeeforum.org- 
Website: www.islingtonrefugeeforum.org/ 
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